
Unveiling the Preferences of Indoor Golf
Players: A Comprehensive Study
As the popularity of indoor golf continues to soar, understanding the
preferences and motivations of its players becomes paramount for industry
stakeholders. The 'Indoor Golf Player Preference Study' offers an in-depth
exploration into this growing market segment, providing valuable insights to
help businesses optimize their offerings and cater to the evolving needs of
indoor golf enthusiasts.
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Key Findings: Player Profile and Equipment Preferences

The study reveals a diverse player profile, with ages ranging from 18 to 80
and handicaps spanning the entire spectrum. A significant majority (82%)
express a preference for using their own clubs, while 18% opt for rental
clubs provided by the facility. When it comes to launch monitors, TrackMan
(45%) and Flightscope (38%) emerge as the clear favorites, highlighting the
demand for accurate and reliable data.
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Facility Amenities: Enhancing the Player Experience

Beyond equipment preferences, players prioritize a range of facility
amenities to enhance their indoor golf experience. Premium facilities
offering a comprehensive selection of courses, high-quality simulators, and
comfortable seating areas are highly sought after. Additionally, players
value personalized services such as dedicated staff, food and beverage
options, and the ability to track their progress.

Round Parameters: Tailoring the Game to Player Preferences

The study examines the preferences of indoor golf players regarding round
parameters, providing valuable insights for facility owners. The majority
(65%) prefer playing 18 holes, while 25% opt for 9 holes. The most popular
game mode is stroke play (80%),followed by match play (15%). The
desired time frame for a round varies, with 1-2 hours (45%) and 2-3 hours
(35%) being the preferred options.

Motivations and Behaviors: Understanding the Driving Forces

The study delves into the motivations behind indoor golf participation,
revealing that players seek a convenient and accessible alternative to
traditional outdoor golf (70%). The ability to play year-round (60%) and the
opportunity to socialize with friends and family (55%) are also key driving
factors. Moreover, a majority (80%) indicate that they would be more likely
to visit an indoor golf facility that aligns with their personal preferences.

: Empowering Industry Professionals and Facility Owners

The 'Indoor Golf Player Preference Study' provides a comprehensive
understanding of the preferences, motivations, and behaviors of indoor golf
players. This valuable research empowers golf industry professionals and



facility owners with actionable insights to enhance their offerings and cater
to the evolving demands of this growing market segment. By addressing
player preferences for equipment, amenities, round parameters, and facility
services, businesses can create exceptional indoor golf experiences that
drive loyalty and maximize revenue.

For more information on the 'Indoor Golf Player Preference Study' and
other industry research, visit our website at [website address].
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